SWAN LAKE NATURE
NARRATIVES
WITH LENNY

HELLO EVERYONE

It was interesting to see the changes at Swan Lake in late August after
being away for a while. The lowland grasses in the background are
green again as second growth matures in the moist soil. In the
foreground you can see masses of white Snowberry intermixed with
dark ripe Himalayan Blackberries.
These two berries look delicious
but you would be surprised.

This blackberry is an invasive
species, but people love to pick
them to eat off the vine, with
ice cream or in your favourite
muffin.
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The Soapberry may be delicious to
some birds or bears but it has some
other very interesting properties. If too
many are eaten they can be toxic
causing dizziness or even vomiting.
Some indigenous groups would load
streams with them to kill or stupefy
fish. One or two can be eaten and they
taste like a wet, tangy mint tic tac.
When the berries are squashed and
whipped they form a light green foam
that can be used to wash your hair or
to treat various skin conditions.
Who knew?
The Cattails are maturing now too.

This is another amazing plant. The
male part is the pointy thing at the
top while the female part is the
brown velvety hot dog part below.
When ripe the seed pod breaks
open distributing thousands and
thousands of tiny seeds on the end
of a feathery parachute that help
them to spread everywhere. I
learned this lesson while cleaning
my classroom after I allowed the
children to bring and keep several
in the classroom.

Traditional uses of the seed down
were lining of moccasins, pillow
stuffing, and absorbent for diapers.
I used to stuff a large zip lock bag
full of the silky parachute material
and tiny almost invisible seeds and
hand it around to classes and
workshops asking what people think
the soft fluffy material was. The most
common responses were goose down
or rabbit fur! You can see whey they
would make a great pillow.
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The wild Nootka Rose hips are turning
red.

They make a great tea or jam but they
were best known as a medicine to
fight sickness and infection due to
their high concentration of Vitamin C,
A, and E.

Not all plants are good for your
health though. These Bittersweet
Nightshade berries are very toxic
and can make you quite sick.
Funny that they are from the same
family as tomatoes, peppers and
potatoes. They are an invasive old
world plant where traditionally it
was said they were quite good for
removing evil witchcraft from men
and beasts, that is if they could
survive the application!

I’m still searching for my perfect picture of the beautiful Dragonfly.
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Sometimes it is quite
hard to get a good
picture of uncooperative
animals like this
unidentifiable pile of
feathers.

Who turned out to be a
Great Blue Heron preening.

Some

birds

like

this

Mallard

were

more

cooperative

Duck

using

the

boardwalk railing to rest and pose.

Maybe some have been
resting a bit too much.
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Other railing resters like these young Barn Swallows weren’t
lacking company either.

Swan Lake provides some of the best seating in the house for
a great nature show every time.

TAKE CARE, LENNY.
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